
Pavement Preservation in 
Today’s Road Industry



Pavement Preservation Today

• Accelerating use, but we’d like to see 
more speed

• Our own awareness and action has been 
a combination of coincidence and dumb 
luck

• We can do more and so can you



75 Years of Better Roads

• A little background about Better Roads…
• 2006 is our 75th Anniversary
• For 70 of those years, primary focus was 

government agencies
• Current ownership acquired the magazine 

in late 2000
– Added contractor circulation

– Changed editorial model in 2001



2001 Changes

• Become a valued source of information 
about pavement construction, 
maintenance and management

• Remain a valued source of information 
about road management from an agency 
perspective



Change in Scope and Mission

• Added lots of editorial pages
• Looked for strong alliances with writers 

and information sources
• Redesigned the magazine with the goal of 

creating a new concept



First Move: ARRA

• ARRA’s book on FDR
– Issued in 2001

– Authoritative text, strong visuals

– Our needs exactly

– ARRA agreed to work with us on it

• Special supplement: July 2001
– Annually in July ever since



Next Move: Tom Kuennen

• Search for authoritative authors brought 
us to Tom
– previous business relationship

– mutual interest in doing something new

• Road Science
– cover important topics completely

– we’ll make the space

• Tom got us to FP2



Getting the Word Out:
ARRA Supplements

• 6 annual supplements 
starting with this one

• Some revolve around 
job stories

• Some focus on 
service slants: when 
to apply which 
technology. 



Getting the Word Out:
Road Science—June ‘03



Getting the Word Out:
Road Science—April ‘05



Special Features:
Sohila Bemanian, Nevada DOT, July 2003



Special Features:
Sohila Bemanian, Nevada DOT, July 2003



Special Features:
Tinley Park, IL – July 2006



Special Features:
Tinley Park, IL – July 2006

Highlights:

• Hard data on costs for each 
option

• Introduction to Overall 
Condition Index

• Cost/benefit analysis of 
preventive maintenance 
program using a real-life 
example



Exploring the FP2 Website

• FP2 has a lot of data-rich documentation 
on the benefits of prevention

• How much of it has been publicized in 
industry publications and meetings?



Going Pro-Active

• Some ideas about how to get the word out
– Who’s the target?

– How to reach them



Fun with Numbers:
Profiling Road Agency Pros

• Who are they?
– Male (96%)

– 51 years old

– 60% are college grads

– Average annual income: $66,500

– 22 years in the road industry

– 12 years in current job



Fun with Numbers:
Profiling Road Agency Pros

• Vital Statistics
– 82% are satisfied with current job; 3% are not 

satisfied
– Most are politically conservative (36%) or 

moderate (28%); only 7% are liberal
– Most are “very enthusiastic” about their work
– 58% say they aren’t afraid to take a chance 

on new technology/techniques
– About half consider their colleagues to be 

highly motivated and competent



Fun with Numbers:
Profiling Road Agency Pros

• What they think about
– More than half (55%) think they are underpaid

– 70% plan to retire before age 65

– 69% say pavement maintenance is a primary 
responsibility; 82% like to read about it

– About 1/3 say failing pavements are a major 
problem



Fun with Numbers:
Profiling Road Agency Pros

• What do they know about prevention?
– A mixed bag

– 33% say they are “big advocates” of recycling 
technologies for road repair and renovation

– Less certain: how many…
• understand lifecycle costs? 
• have pavement inventories?
• can match intervention techniques to conditions?



Fun with Numbers:
Profiling Road Agency Pros

• How to reach them
– 78% try to attend the AASHTO annual 

meeting

– 42% would like to attend FP2 meetings

– 75% get information about products and 
services from trade magazines



Popularizing PP:
The Webinar

• What it is: 
– A seminar on the internet

– 30 to 60 minutes

– Images—Power Point, graphs, film clips

– Audio—by phone

• Benefit:
– reach people where they live

– archive audio and visual on your website



Popularizing PP:
The Webinar

• How it works
– Specialty vendor hosts the event

• Technical expertise

– You create the content

– Sponsors defray the cost

– Promotion partners publicize the event



Popularizing PP:
The Webinar

• Great potential
– Lecture series

• Prevention techniques and applications
• How to inventory pavement conditions

– Breaking trends and news
• New techniques, materials

• Magazines would be interested, too



Popularizing PP:
The Webinar

• Potential Sponsors: 
– Companies with a commercial interest in 

reaching government highway agencies

– Manufacturers, material suppliers, specialty 
contractors

• Potential Promotion Partners
– Publications

– Highway associations (AASHTO, NACE)



Popularizing PP:
Create Data Rich Articles

• Finding a topic
– meet with editors of target publications

– identify unexplored but important topics

– identify editors’ needs

– Get cost/benefit data in front of the industry



Popularizing PP:
Create Data Rich Articles

• Finding a writer
– FP2 member employees are ideal—if they 

can write

– Search for free lancers
• High visibility people: Tom Kuennen, Dan Brown
• Construction Writers Association
• Canvas construction magazine editors for names



Popularizing PP:
Create Data Rich Articles

• Finding a publication
– Publications with a stake in the 

road/pavement business
• Better Roads
• Roads & Bridges
• Public Works
• Asphalt Contractor
• ACPs and other regional groups

• Don’t duplicate ideas



Popularizing PP:
Cultivate Editors

• When and how to educate us
– Most editors welcome insights and advice 

from industry experts
– Shows, association meetings, in-office visits, 

telephone, email
– Bring ideas, capabilities
– Annual editorial planning runs from spring 

through fall, depending on the book
– Authoritative articles on pavement are always 

in demand



In Summary

• SAFETEA-LU is a window of opportunity
– Under-funded programs are looking for new 

solutions

– Some managers and engineers who weren’t 
interested 5 years ago might be now

– Prevention is probably the single most 
important discipline for today’s conditions



In Summary

• Thank you!


